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Met Blanje Bewapend (Armed With White) is a critical installation that reflects on the monopoly of 
violence of the dutch police-force, and its escalating threat to people’s lives and their right to pro-
test1 2. 

By showing a current day officer with a Bornean inspired ‘Mandau sword’ in the style of their pre-
sent visual language, the work recontextualizes the past of the police force, and the absurdity of 
their current use of Indonesian3 rattan shields.4 The protester in the scene uses a wicker shield in 
defense as well, but in this case the shield is made from local willow-trees.

Since 2019, the Dutch police have been increasingly violent5 6 and have been investing in more 
heavy weaponry that threatens people’s lives7 8. This has an escalating effect that resulted in an 
increase of violence by people to the police in 2019, 20 and 21. However, whereas violence to the 
police decreased with 12 percent in 2022, violence by the police keeps increasing.9

The work juxtaposes archival images from the 1820s with present ones, pointing out the  simila-
rities between native Indonesian warriors, Dutch colonial military “politionele acties”, the Dutch 
“Marechaussée” (military/border police) and the police. By looking back at the historical context 
from which this monopoly of violence arose, the work draws a line from the Dutch colonial military 
weapons and war techniques, to the Marechaussée, to the eventual adaptations in the formation of 
the militarization of the Dutch police force from 1919 to the present day. 10 11 12 13 14

  
The title of the work refers to ‘white weapons’ (swords, such as the Klewang) that the Dutch police 
used in confrontations until 1957. Therein, the word ‘white’ is replaced by the old Dutch synonym 
‘blanje’, taken from the description of the Prince’s Flag: ‘Oranje, Blanje, Bleu’ (Orange, White, 
Blue),15 the colonial-era predecessor of the current Dutch flag. For instance, it was used in the co-
lonial flag of ‘Dutch East India Company,’ ‘VOC’.
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